The band structure of the metal-ligand-metal (M-L-M) bridged quasi one-dimensional (ID) cyclopentadienylmanganese polymer, MnCp 1, has been studied in the unoxidized state and in a partly oxidized modification with one electron removed from each second MnCp fragment. The tight-binding approach is based on a semiempirical self-consistent-field (SCF) Hartree-Fock (HF) crystal orbital (CO) model of the INDO-type (intermediate neglect of differential overlap) combined with a statistical averaging procedure which has its origin in the grand canonical ensemble. The latter approximation allows for an efficient investigation of violations of the trans lation symmetries in the oxidized ID material. The oxidation process in 1 is both ligand-and metal-centered (Mn 3d.2 states). The mean-field minimum corresponds to a charge density wave (CDW) solution with inequivalent Mn sites within the employed repeat-units. The symmetry adapted solution with electronically identical 3d centers is a maximum in the variational space. The coupling of this electronic instability to geometrical deformations is also analyzed. The ligand amplitudes encountered in the hole-state wave function prevent extremely large charge separations between the 3d centers which are found in ID systems without bridging moieties (e.g. Ni(CN)g~ chain). The symmetry reduction in oxidized 1 is compared with violations of spatial symmetries in finite transition metal derivatives and simple solids. The stabilization of the valence bond-type (VB) solution is physically rationalized (i.e. left-right correlations between the 3d centers). The computational results derived for 1 are generalized to oxidized transition metal chains with band occupancies that are simple fractions of the number of stacking units and to ID systems that deviate from this relation. The entropy-influence for temperatures 7* + 0 is shortly discussed (stabilization of domain or cluster structures). S y m m e try V io la tio n s in P a r t i a l l y O x id iz e d O n e -D im e n s io n a l ( I D ) T r a n s itio n M e ta l P o ly m e r s . M e ta l-L ig a n d -M e ta l ( M -L -M ) B rid g e d S y s te m s
Introduction
The structural, optical, magnetic, chemical and charge carrier properties of low-dimensional mate rials with organometallic building blocks have been studied extensively in the past decade [1 -5] . A large number of systems show semiconducting or highly conducting properties in solids that crystal lize in form of segregated stacks (i.e. adjacent donor and acceptor strands). This arrangement often leads to an incomplete charge transfer between the two one-dimensional columns. Different types of stack ing patterns are accessible in such systems with 3d, 4d or 5d atoms as central units and a broad spec trum of organic ligands. The one-dimensional (ID) materials can be divided into solids with direct metal-metal contacts (M-M architecture) and ID Reprint requests to Dr. M. C. Böhm, Max-Planck-Institut für Festkörperforschung, Heisenbergstr. 1, D-7000 Stutt gart 80, West Germany.
chains where the transition metal sites are coupled via bridging ligands (M-L-M type) [6] .
The transfer channels and the transport mecha nisms of these materials can be modified by changes in the molecular skeletons or counterions. It is pos sible to discriminate two different carrier paths even in the simplest, highly idealized description: a) ID stacks with conducting states formed by the spines of the transition metal atoms and b) ID backbones with charge carriers confined to the dif fuse ligand states. Strongly correlated motions of the injected carriers must be expected in the first class of low-dimensional materials as a result of the con tracted nature of the nd (n = 3, 4) AO's. The physi cal difference between a) and b) can be illustrated by the operational parameter U/41 measuring the "correlation strength" in infinite Fermion systems in the framework of the simple Hubbard Hamiltonian [7, 8] . U symbolizes the on-site repulsion and 4/ is the band width (t: hopping integral) of a simple tight-binding band. The strongly correlated regime 0340-4811 / 84 / 0800-0800 $ 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy.
(i.e. a)) is defined by U/41 -*■ oo while the diffuse (ligand) regime leads to U/4t -*■ 0.
The transfer paths a) and b) are only two ex tremes encountered in the class of extended organo metallic chains. On one side, it is possible that the conducting states dispose of significant admixtures from the metal and ligand subspaces; on the other, one has to take into account degeneracies or neardegeneracies between both types of conducting states (doubly mixed valence solids). The rich vari ety of possible transfer mechanisms in metallomacrocycles has been demonstrated in a series of Ni(II) porphyrinato materials [9] [10] [11] . Polaronic transport properties have been detected in ID chains with large lattice spacings c(c> 3.75Ä ), c numbers < 3.25 A lead to band conductivities.
On the basis of measured carrier mobilities //c it is often possible to discriminate charge carrier pro cesses a priori into band mechanisms (jnc > 1 cm2 (Vsec)-1) and hopping motions between localized states (j.ic < 1 cm2 (Vsec)-1) [12] . A suitable theore tical tool to investigate the electronic properties of low-dimensional materials belonging to the group of "band conductors" is the crystal orbital (CO) for malism based on the tight-binding approximation [13, 14] . The one-electron states are defined in terms of Bloch orbitals, i.e. the whole crystal is subject to periodic boundary conditions. Most of the CO procedures are defined in the framework of the selfconsistent-field (SCF) Hartree-Fock (HF) onedeterminantal approximation. Theoretical proce dures that lead to improved computational results by taking into account many-body interactions or electron-phonon coupling have been described in the literature [15] [16] [17] , Transport processes in nar row-band materials are often discussed in terms of hopping theories [18] , polaronic approximations (e.g. small (Holstein) or large (Fröhlich) polarons) [19] [20] [21] or percolation models [22, 23] where details of electronic (band) structure calculations are con veniently neglected. Electron-electron or hopping integrals, band widths and gaps, etc. are only adopt ed as phenomenological parameters that are chosen to fit experimental data.
The preceding discussion touches a central theo retical problem in solid state approaches to partly oxidized (or reduced) low-dimensional materials. It is the question whether hole-states can be represent ed in terms of spatially uncorrelated Bloch orbitals or whether a localized VB (valence bond) function leads to an improved description in the framework of a SCF one-determinantal approximation. This topic (delocalized vs. localized hole-states derived in the mean-field scheme) is of course inseparably connected to a second point of interest. One would like to know whether symmetry broken hole-states derived in model calculations are of any physical significance in relation to experimental investiga tions. This fundamental theoretical problem is the subject of the present study.
In recent CO investigations we have analyzed electronic structures of metallomacrocycles in their paramagnetic states (i.e. closed shell systems in the language of molecular quantum mechanics). For this purpose we have developed a semiempirical INDO (intermediate neglect of differential overlap) CO model [24] , The ZDO Hamiltonian has been designed to reproduce the computational results of ab initio methods in organic compounds and transi tion metal derivatives of the 3d series. To reduce the influence of the residual interaction an allvalence operator with screened experimental twoelectron integrals has been employed [25] . Reliable tight-binding results are therefore accessible on the stage of the mean-field approximation. The semiempirical CO investigations offered sufficient theo retical information to discriminate low-dimensional materials into ID polymers with conducting 3d spines [26] [27] [28] and organic metals with ligandcentered transfer channels [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . The various tight-binding calculations lead furthermore to con sistent explanations of a large amount of experimen tal data.
In the present work we want to extend these CO studies from unoxidized transition metal polymers to partially oxidized systems with injected holes that dispose of (significant) transition metal admix tures. The collection of suitable "real" crystals is obviously limited by two conditions: a) Our investi gations will be restricted to those ID materials where the carriers are at least partially confined to the transition metal regime. The majority of the metallomacrocycles, however, belongs to the class of the organic metals [1-5. 26-28. 29-35] . b) Fur thermore we want to investigate oxidation states where one electron has been removed from each second molecular stacking unit S. This occupation scheme requires a doubling of the unit cell of the ID system (i.e. (5i)x , see below). The size of the building block S thus forms a second boundary depending on the currently available computational facilities. The adopted filling scheme is closely related to the populations encountered in lowdimensional solids that are susceptible to the 4kF (Peierls) lattice distortions [36 -38] , It is one purpose of this article to understand possible violations of translation symmetries in par tially oxidized ID solids of the M-L-M group where 3d states are concerned in the transfer channels. In a previous contribution we have analyzed the elec tronic structure of the partly oxidized tetracyanonickelate(II), Ni(CN);j-, system which belongs to the M-M solids with direct metal-metal contacts [39] . We have selected the poly-decker sandwich 1 as a representative example in the M-L-M group. The ID polymer contains the cyclopentadienylmanganese(I), MnCp, moiety as smallest repeat-unit (Figure 1 ). The infinite (MnCp)x system is yet not characterized. On the other side, various molecular precursors with 12 valence electrons per ML frag ment and an alternating arrangement of 3d centers and fivemembered cyclic n ligands have been stud ied extensively in the past [40.41] , The electronic structures of conical ML fragments (i.e. molecular stacking units) and triple-decker systems have been analyzed by one-electron procedures of the extend ed Hiickel (EH) type [42, 43] . Semiempirical SCF calculations and theoretical studies beyond the mean-field approximation have been reported for several poly-decker models [41, 44] , The latter con tributions as well as a recent tight-binding investiga tion of various unoxidized (ML)X stacks [28] were based on the INDO operator described in [25] .
The plot of the present article is as follows: The essential physical background of the CO investiga tions on partly oxidized 1 as well as similarities and deliminations to previous solid state and finite molecular approaches are rationalized in the next section. On one side, we make an effort to link the present approach to classical solid state contribu tions dealing with the importance of localized vs. collective phenomena in extended solids. On the other, the analysis will be related to the conclusions of numerical studies on the nature of hole-states in discrete metal complexes. The crystal orbital calcu lations on the oxidized MnCp backbone require computational methods beyond the conveniently adopted pure state representation. Suitable model operators for this purpose are statistical ensemble (CO) Hamiltonians which allow for the formation of averaged values over certain manifolds of oneelectron states. We make use of the grand canonical (GC) ensemble [45 -47] , The implementation of this statistical approximation into the crystal orbital formalism is described in Section 3. Computational conditions are shortly mentioned in the following paragraph. The band structures of the unoxidized and partially oxidized Mn(I) poly-decker chains are studied in 5. Symmetric nuclear coordinates as well as deformations on the optical branch of the lattice modes are considered within the employed unit cell [(MnCp)2]x . A preliminary letter on the electronic structures of partly oxidized 1 and tetracyanonickelate(II) had been published recently [48] .
Physical Background; Violations of Spatial Symmetries in Finite and Infinite Fermion Systems
Symmetry properties (e.g., spatial, spin, timereversal) of Fermion systems can be expressed by symmetry operators (9, that commute with the full Hamiltonian H of the N electron system.
[H ,0 ] = 0.
(
This commutator equation leads immediately to the relations (2) and (3), respectively, i.e., the exact eigenfunctions 0, of H are also eigenfunctions of the symmetry operators Oh H<Pj = Ej 0 ,,
Recent theoretical investigations on weakly coupled transition metal complexes in their high-lying holestates, on the other hand, have shown that these conditions are often not fulfilled in variational pro cedures based on the mean-field (HF) approxima tion. 'The solutions of lowest energies are not neces sarily symmetry adapted with respect to (some) con stants of motion defined by the O, set. Theoretical tools to investigate these problems are either the Thouless instability conditions [49] [50] [51] or Löwdin's symmetry dilemma [52, 53] . Left-right correlations between the transition metal centers often lead to hole-state wave functions with spatially broken solu tions [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . The symmetry adapted HF wave functions are unstable, the electronic energy in the mean-field approximation is significantly lowered if the electron has been removed specifically from a single transition metal center. The spatial instability of such a HF wave function simulates a transition in the (N -1) electron system from the inadequate MO (molecular orbital) limit to one of the possible VB (valence bond) structures of the Heitler-London type. The shapes of bands in outer valence photoelectron spectra of some polynuclear 3d complexes have been rationalized in terms of physically feasi ble localization effects of the 3d electrons upon ionization [62] , The aforementioned left-right corre lations between transition metal centers in ionic complexes belong to a class of symmetry violations that are called doublet instabilities [63] . The impor tance. strength and occurance of various other types of HF instabilities in transition metal systems and their physical consequences have been discussed by several authors [44. 64-66] . The theoretical significance of calculated insta bilities in the mean-field approximation (i.e. holelocalization) is determined by the predictive capa bility of such a computational approach. It is an essential question whether the occurance of a sym metry nonadapted solution is of any experimental reliability or whether (spatially) violated solutions are only a strong reference to the inadequacy of the HF picture. Herring discussed this problem in connection to the stability of spin density waves in a real "correlated" electron gas (in contrast to the ideal Fermi gas) [67] . Calais [68] , on the other side, has analyzed this topic with reference to Peierls transitions [69] in extended systems. The essential question is always reduced to the one whether viola tions of constants of motion (O,) are still found in theoretical models beyond the mean-field approxi mation or whether electron correlations prevent the instabilities to occur. Symmetry broken solutions in the latter case are "artifactual" (i.e. model-depen dent) and not related to any observable physical quantities.
A general answer to this problem is unfortunately not possible. It is in any case highly desirable to clarify the "significance" of symmetry breaking for every given problem. In charged diatomic and polynuclear clusters this question can be traced back to the evaluation of "repolarization energies" that simulate spatial hole-localizations by CI expan sions defined in terms of symmetry adapted (oneelectron) basis functions [70, 71] , A symmetry nonadapted solution in the HF approximation is an adequate description of a given open shell state if, and only if, the energy gain due to the observed HF instability is comparable or larger than the energy lowering via repolarization effects and vice versa. This question has been analyzed in some diatomic clusters with 3d or 4d centers [61] . The boundary separating "physical" and "artifactual" solutions in 4d complexes lies at ca. 4 A and is reduced below 3 A in 3d derivatives.
The "physical" relevance of symmetry nonadapt ed solutions can be illustrated in a plain way with reference to time-dependent processes. The localiza tion of holes or the migration of charge carriers are non-stationary processes which cannot be described in terms of canonical (diagonal) time-independent SCF HF (CO) calculations [72] , In the limit of sym metry nonadapted wave functions of "physical relia bility" it is often possible to study the time-depen dence of the electronic ensemble by means of sym metry broken wave functions of the VB-type. Sim ply speaking, the process of symmetry breaking simulates the preparation of an initial (quantum) state whose evolution is given by a time-dependent wave function 0 (t). This is demonstrated in (4) for a simple model with two "VB states" 0\ and <t>\\, respectively. We have 0(1) = cos (S\/\\t/ti) + 0ii sin (Svlit/ti) (4) which, e.g., describes the time evolution of an in jected carrier (electron or hole) localized in at t = 0. .SVn is the overlap amplitude between the two VB-type wave functions. The probability to find the initial carrier at / = 1 = 0 in reads
The time-scale for the evolution (and thus the timewindow accessible to an experimental measurement) can be either a microscopic (see (6) ) or a macro scopic one (see (7)); reference is the Bohr's orbit of an electron.
(Sunt/ti)^2 n ,
(Sim t/h) > \ .
This short insertion has been given in order to clarify (in the author's view) a possible relation between spatially violated wave functions emerging from a time-independent variational approach and the time evolution of an initially prepared (quan tum) state defined in terms of symmetry nonadapted VB wave functions. This argumentation, how ever, is only a simple, descriptive model far from exact theories of time-dependent phenomena (see [47] ). Nevertheless, we feel that this analysis offers some insight into the relevance of HF instabilities in finite or infinite Fermion systems, on one side, and observable time-dependent properties (e.g., hole-localization, migration of charge carriers, etc.), on the other. The HF instability-investigations on finite Fer mion systems (Refs. [54 -66] ) have been mentioned in some detail on account of their close relation to classical solid state contributions on the validity of collective and localized effects in transition metal systems with half-filled shells. Mott [73] , Goodenough [74] as well as Robin and Day [75] [76] [77] dis cussed the importance of itinerant and local elec trons either by intuitive physical arguments or by highly idealized model operators of the Hubbardtype. The remarkable similarities between electronic structure effects in finite (Refs. [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] ) and in finite (Refs. [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] ) Fermion systems has been clarified by Whangbo in several thorough contribu tions [78, 19] .
The physical basis of the present investigation shows furthermore formal analogies to recent theo retical contributions that have been published in connection with the well-known Mott insulators (e.g., simple transition metal oxides) [80] , In this context we have to mention Alder and Feinleib who made the ad hoc assumption that some electrons in transition metal oxides (e.g., NiO, CoO, FeO) exist in band states while 3d states are assumed to be atomically localized [81] , The solid state models of Brandow are based local moment HF theories lead ing to variational wave functions of lower spatial symmetries [82, 83] . Brandow derived also simpli fied relations to recognize the onset of localization and to define domain boundaries between metals, insulators and antiferromagnetic insulators. The most detailed contributions on Mott insulators have been published by Kunz and coworkers [84] [85] [86] , These authors have reinvestigated an original sug gestion of Seitz [87] representing hole-states in periodic systems by spatially uncorrelated Bloch orbitals. This assumption had been formulated on the basis of the one-to-one correspondence of Bloch (i.e. delocalized MO functions in finite systems) and Wannier (i.e. VB orbitals of the Heitler-London type) states in solids with completely filled shells. This coalescence, however, is more and more per turbed in partly oxidized systems with narrow HF dispersions. Kunz et al. have shown that the best single determinant description in the case of "broad" holes is given by Bloch orbitals that lead to a reduction of the kinetic energy. "Narrow" holes, on the other side, find their adequate description in terms of localized VB wave functions which allow for an energy lowering due to local reorganization processes. The predominance of band or localized electronic effects in partly oxidized ID materials is controlled by the ratio of the kinetic energy of the electrons and the possible gain in energy due to incoherent (local) reorganization processes in the corresponding hole-states. This review of recent solid state investigations demonstrates immediately the challenging theoretical problem to analyze the spatial hole-state properties in complex metallo macrocycles.
The large unit cell dimension of 1 causes addi tional necessary restrictions in the variational de grees of freedom [79] . Magnetic effects between the spins of the electrons are neglected which would lead to 2N possible spin configurations of the Isingtype. The inherent problems associated with spin interactions have been analyzed previously in the framework of a single-band Hubbard-Hamiltonian [88] ; an extension to complex solids seems to be . The e (k) plot shows the characteristic Herring's degeneracies at the (assumed) X-point indicating that the full band structure informa tion is already contained in the second representation II with a bisected unit cell and a doubled Brillouin zone. The energy dispersions of I and II are simply related by folding back the latter e (k) curves at the middle (dotted line) of the zone scheme. The band pattern on the lhs. of the figure is derived in the framework of the SCF HF CO formalism only for unoxidized ID materials with completely filled HF dispersions. On the other hand, it has to be mentioned that this scheme is always found in CO approaches based on one-electron crystal Hamiltonians which are independent from the number of electrons. Identical e (k) relations are thus derived for unoxidized and partly oxidized crystalline solids by means of these simple procedures. The third couple. III, of the s (k) and EA o plots describes a symmetry adapted SCF solution of a oxidized column (+ g = + g). One electron has been removed from each second S unit (+q = 0.5). The averaged oxidation state leads immediately to a common one-center potential EAo. The translation symmetry of the oxidized strand corresponds to the symmetry properties of the unoxidized backbone. The remaining displays IV and V symbolize theoretical results with spatially violated wave functions. IV_and V are associated to CO solutions with different charge distributions +£? + +(? and one-center energies EA n 4= £A at the two sites S within the employed stacking-units. The violations of the spatial symmetry in V exceed the "perturbations schematized in IV. In the latter e(k) diagram it is still possible to relate the energy curves of the oxidized polymer to upper and lower branches of the Hartree-Fock dispersions of the unoxidized crystal. This one-to-one correspondence is strongly perturbed in the last display with HF energy bands that are either prevailingly related to the + g or the + g domain, respectively.
impossible. Spin-quantum numbers are therefore undefined in the statistical CO approach. It is assumed that the CO wave functions derived via the GC crystal Hamiltonian correspond to averaged "spin-states" containing all Ising-type configurations from the ferromagnetic coupling scheme, on one side, to the antiferromagnetic limit, on the other. The CO approach is furthermore restricted to partly oxidized states that are insulating, i.e. all microstates in a given "half-filled" band are singly occu pied. It is well-known that this filling scheme corresponds to the ground state population of nar row-band materials [7, 79] that are models for the idealized Wigner crystal in the low-density limit [89] , Some surprising analogies between organo metallic polymers and the physical properties of the idealized Wigner lattice have been discussed in one of our previous papers [26] .
The employed restrictions of the present ap proach lead to a close interrelation between the sub sequent CO investigations within the GC averagingprocedure and the problem of doublet instabilities in cationic hole-states of finite complexes. Further more all those difficulties are avoided that are found in comparative CO investigations on nonparamagnetic and paramagnetic materials [90.91] , The described limitations in the variational degrees of freedom, however, are the sources of some differ ences between the present analysis and previous theoretical studies where the doubling of the unit cell is accompanied by a metal-to-insulator transi tion. Slater [92] , Matsubara and Yokota [93] as well as des Cloizeaux [94] investigated this phase transi tion via the introduction of an antiferromagnetic sublattice, while Peierls [69] , Goodenough [95] as well as Alder and Brooks [96] discussed the problem in terms of displacements of the nuclear coordi nates. The similarities between the above men tioned Mott-type correlations and Peierls instabili ties have been analyzed in a very recent article [97] ,
The basic principles on the physical background of the present work are schematized in Figure 2 . We have collected dispersion curves e (k) (top) and onecenter potentials, E^ (bottom, see next section), of a one-dimensional polymer the drawings are associated with several filling schemes of the HF bands and different translation symmetries encoun tered in the ID backbone (i.e. possible formation of superstructures). The employed stacking-unit con tains two S fragments and the first Brillouin zone is defined within the interval 0 ^ k ^ n/2c\ k is of course the wave vector characterizing the transla tional symmetry in the ID material and c stands for the separation between adjacent 5 moieties. The HF bands of the uncharged (5,2)x model (completely filled levels) are displayed on the extreme left of Figure 2 (I). The dispersion curves show the charac teristic Herring's degeneracies [98] at the edge of the Brillouin zone (X-point) indicating that the smallest possible repeat-unit of the ID system with the full translational symmetry is given by a single S frag ment. The band structure of the neutral backbone is completely described by the e (k) diagram II which is associated with a zone scheme 0 ^ k ^ n/c. The HF bands of I are related to the latter plot by fold ing back the dispersions of II at the middle of the first Brillouin zone (k = n/2c). Such a one-to-one mapping between the e (k) curves of I and II. how ever, is only found in ID stacks with primitive translation symmetries. Combined symmetry opera tions (e.g., screw or helical axes, glide planes) lead to additional symmetry relations between the two sets of e (k) curves. Detailed informations on this topic can be found in text books of symmetry prin ciples of solids [99] . Tight-binding models based on simplified one-electron Hamiltonians (e.g., Wolfsberg-Helmholtz (WH), extended Hückel (EH) or Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) procedures) give al ways raise to dispersion patterns as shown on the lhs. of Figure 2 . The positions and the shapes of the bands are independent from the number of electrons (i.e. from the elements of the charge-density-bondorder matrices). Important solid state properties of materials with injected carriers are hence beyond the scope of the latter CO techniques.
The remaining diagrams in Figure 2 symbolize band structures and one-center potentials of partly oxidized models characterized by a single "halffilled" HF dispersion in the GC formalism. The atomic potentials F^ and the degree of oxidation + q in diagram III are identical in both 5 fragments per unit cell (i.e. [(S+eS+(?)2]x ). The full transla tional symmetry is conserved. These conditions are to be expected in ID materials with "broad" energy bands e (k) and/or small on-site Coulomb repul sions U, i.e. for solids that are far from the "lowdensity limit" of the Wigner crystal. Violations of translation symmetries are represented in the dia grams IV and V, respectively. The two plots sym bolize ID systems with an alternating arrangement of different oxidation states + q and + q as well as one-center energies F^ and F^. The mutual charge separation Aq = (+ q) -(+ ö) and the difference in the one-center energies = E \,~ E^ are small in IV but are remarkably enlarged in the last display V. It is a straightforward procedure to relate the HF bands of IV (with the reduced translation symme try) to their e (k) parents associated with the un oxidized chain or the symmetry adapted polymer, respectively. This simple correlation to the upper and lower branches encountered in I and III is im possible in the case of V where electronic reorgani zation effects are so strong that the HF dispersions of the two oxidation states + q and + q are no longer coupled in A'-space (i.e. upper and lower branches of an e (k) pair with X-degeneracies in I (and III)). Energy bands and E^ figures as shown in IV and V must be expected for solids that are close enough to the low-density limit of the Wigner crystal. The alternating arrangement of the one-center energies ... Ek , F^, Ek , Ek , ... with Fao + F^ illustrates some formal analogies between the electronic struc-tures of mixed valence systems and semiconductor superlattices [100] . The building blocks in the for mer materials are of identical stoichiometry and topology but condensate into an arrangement with inequivalent electronic populations. Different atom ic species, on the other hand, are found in the two domains of (semiconductor) superlattices.
The HF energy bands displayed in IV and V are nevertheless derived for ID materials that are sub ject to periodic boundary conditions. The symmetry properties of the Bloch functions in the "mixed valence systems", however, are modified with respect to the irreducible representations spanned by the wave vector k. The conservation of certain translation symmetries is of course a direct conse quence of the employed occupation scheme (i.e. removal of one electron per two 5 fragments). These conditions permit one to study spatial violations of crystal orbitals that are still feasible in terms of "Bloch orbitals" and elude the application of ex tended symmetry projections on trial VB functions that have been suggested by Kunz [86] .
The Grand Canonical (GC) Averaging-Procedure in the Crystal Orbital Formalism
In statistical mechanics the grand canonical (GC) ensemble is adopted to describe thermodynamic equilibria. This classical definition is not used in the present crystal orbital study. We will employ the GC ensemble as a rather formal scheme which allows for the formation of averaged values over certain manifolds of one-particle states. The elec trons in the "partly filled regimes" are smeared out statistically. The GC averaging-technique can be applied in one-and many-electron approaches to the ground state and excited states [45, 46] , The ensemble formalism based on (fractal) occupation numbers is combined with the convienent SCF HF CO ansatz. The method belongs to a hierarchy of models in electronic structure theory where states under consideration are always described in terms of statistical or fractional occupations. Widely-used procedures in this class are the atomic hvperHartree-Fock formalism [101] . the transition state (TS) model of Slater defined in the approxima tion [102] . the LCAO extension of the TS technique, the transition operator method (TOM) used for ionization and attachment processes in molecules [103, 104] as well as the popular "half-electron" models in semiempirical MO procedures [105] . Sta tistical Hamiltionians in the tight-binding formal ism have been adopted to improve the description of the empty Fermi sea in insulators and semicon ductors [106] , to study the solid state properties of segregated donor and acceptor chains [107] and to analyze solitons and polarons in polyacetylene [108] .
To derive the GC HF operator in the CO scheme field operators i// (/•) and (/•) are defined in terms of an orthogonal basis /, (/•) and annihilationcreation operators c, and cf, that obey the conve nient anticommutation rules of (10) . 
[c/,c/ +]+ = Ci cj + cj Ci = öjj .
It is convenient to define occupation numbers rij = c\Cj in the case of a canonical one-particle basis diagonalizing the HF (CO) operator; the rij set fulfills the idempotency relation (11) .
The statistics of the N electron system defined via the rij figures is given by the grand canonical parti tion function Z
where 7/Hf is the mean-field (HF) operator, ju the chemical potential and 0 the absolute temperature (in energy units). The number operator N, reads Nj = X«/. The GC density operator pec is defined / in (13) by using the partition function Z; the GC averaging for any operator O is displayed in (14) .
A canonical (diagonal) one-particle basis allows for the factorization of oGC into the product (15) with parameters /., that are given in (16) .
Ei = one-particle energy of the /'-th state.
The averaged population of the /-th (one-particle) state is defined in (17) which leads immediately to an expression for gGC where reference to thermo dynamic data (//. 0) is no longer necessary. <«/> gc=(1 + ä,)/(2 + ;.,)
The subsequent relations (19) - (21) follow directly from the definition of the gGc operator. <",«/> gc = (ni) oc <«/> gc , The last expressions make it to a straightforward procedure to define the A-dependent pseudoeigenvalue problems in the SCF HF CO formalism combined with the GC averaging-technique. The basic principles of the CO approach, however, are not reviewed in larger detail in this manuscript (see [13] and [14] ). The complex Hermitean pseudoeigenvalue problem in the ZDO basis is defined in (22) . Hhf (A:)gc is the Fock operator in the GC scheme which depends parametrically on the wave vector k. The one-electron energies that form the HF dispersions are abbreviated by e (k) and the c (k) figures stand for the variational coefficients of the CO wave functions. The Fourier sum in (23) is a real space representation of the Fock operator. The index / has been used to label the unit cells in the ID column 0 = 0, reference cell in the origin, j = ± 1, ± 2,... ± oc, first, second, etc. nearest neigh bors).
A decomposition of H hf (k)GC into the core Hamil tonian H (k)GC (i-e. kinetic energy of the electrons and electron-core attraction) and the two-electron part G (k)GC in the mean-field approximation is shown in (24) ; the explicit formulae for the deter mination of H (k)gc have been reported in a pre vious article [24] ,
The two-electron part G (k)GC can be expressed in terms of electron-electron (AO) basis integrals and elements of the charge-density-bond-order matrix P U" ~.i')>.a.gc which depend on the statistical occu pation numbers (ni)GC. Equation (25) has been derived without any approximations and is valid for full overlap ab initio CO calculations. The remark able simplifications in ZDO-based CO models are discussed in [24] .
The charge-density-bond-order matrix P(j"~j')ko,cc has to be determined by numerical integration within the first Brillouin zone as a function of the ( ni)gc parameters and leads thus to a coupling of the ^-dependent pseudoeigenvalue problems of (22) .
+ 7 1 /c p u " j')/.a.gc = {c/2n(A^gc) j Z <»/>GC (26) -n/c i ■c*(k)iXc(k)ia exp [ik (j" -j')] dk ; c = unit cell dimension (= 2c in the poly-decker sandwich compounds). -Equations (25) and (26), respectively, display immediately the simple struc ture of the CO formalism based on the GC averag ing-procedure. The summation over the filled, halffilled and empty Fermi seas [26] is controlled by the statistical (ni)cc spectrum. In the present contribu tion (ni)gc is restricted to the trivial integers 2, 1 and 0 for the above mentioned subspaces of the Fermi sea. (ni)GC= l is adopted for the half-filled band in partly oxidized MnCp backbones where all Ar-dependent microstates are singly occupied. The two integers (ni)gc = 2 and 0 (<«,>gc4: 1) reduce the statistical eigenvalue problems (22) to the con venient standard form of the SCF HF CO formal ism. The validity of the GC averaging-procedure, however, is not restricted to nonfractional (h,)gc numbers; the statistical approach can be extended to any ensemble of occupation numbers (ni)cc 4= e (integer) and < 2 defining certain electronic mani folds (see [107] ).
The total energy of the ID polymer in the GC formalism is given in (27) ; FTOt has been normal ized to one unit cell and Ec stands for the repulsion between the atomic cores. + x £ to t= Z Z (1 /2 )F (7 )" g c In order to simplify the analysis of the computa tional results in Section 5 we make use of a parti tioning scheme for FTOt which allows for the frag mentation of the total energy into one-and twocenter elements in computational approaches based on the ZDO approximation [24, 109] .
The first expression on the rhs. of (28) stands for the one-center energies of the atoms A (defined in (29)) while the remaining sums correspond to diatomic interaction energies of the intra-and intercell types.
EA ( = EX0+ E iou + Ee* , 
The expressions on the rhs. of (29) and (30) contain well-defined quantities. FA o is the atomic core potential at the A-th center, FA oO LJ represents the onsite electron-electron repulsion (i.e. the classical Coulomb potential) and FA * is the abbreviation for the exchange energy (i.e. Fermi correlation) that must be traced back to the antisymmetry of the HF determinant. Similar expressions are valid for the two-center couples FA oBo and FAob,, respectively. Fa0 eb, symbolizes the "resonance" interaction be tween the atomic sites A and B (i.e. kinetic "hop ping" energy of the electrons). The electrostatic interaction is given by the sum of electron-electron and core-core repulsions and the electron-core at traction. The analytic expressions for these inter action parameters are derived in [24] for "closed shell" polymers. All coupling terms are given by products of interaction integrals (e.g., electron-electron. electron-core, kinetic energy) in the AO basis and elements of the bond-order matrices. The F (/'" -F);.er figures of [24] have to be replaced by the corresponding F (_/"-/ ) ; . ct.gc elements of (26) to extend the energy fragmentation to the GC ensemble.
Computational Details
The numerical quality of CO calculations is both influenced by the number of employed F-points considered in the pseudoeigenvalue problems and by the dimension of the lattice sum expansion [110, 111] . The F-dependence is usually weak in compari son to the convergence properties of the lattice sum. On the basis of our previous computational experi ence we have solved (22) at 10 points in F-space and determined the lattice sums in the fifth neighbor's approximation.
The iterative SCF steps have been controlled via an accelerated Hartree damping of the chargedensity-bond-order matrices to prevent filling-up instabilities between the occupied, half-filled and empty Fermi seas during the SCF cycles [112] , Trial wave functions of the WH-type have been used to start the tight-binding calculations on the unoxi dized Mn(I) material. The SCF CO wave functions of the uncharged parent 1 have been employed as input for the subsequent calculations on the oxi dized system. Tight-binding studies with different (band) occupation schemes have been performed in order to guarantee to locate the "true" variational minimum within the allowed degrees of freedom. We have tried to detect both spatially nonviolated and spatially violated SCF solutions in the 1 D ma terial with injected holes. Oxidation processes within all occupied "Mn 3d" valence bands (i.e. 3d-j = 3do, 3dx'-y*/3dxv = 3dö) have been taken into account. The lowest energy in the oxidized chains is predict ed for holes disposing of significant Mn 3d-2 admix tures (see next section). A severe SCF energy crite rion of 10~5au has been adopted to terminate the iterative steps. The tight-binding calculations on 1 have been performed on IBM 370/168 and CRAY-1 computers and require ca. 4 -6 h CPU time on the first machine and ca. 30-45 min on the latter one.
The HF bands of the charged MnCp chain would be predicted at unrealistic energies if the electro static interactions with the counterions in the real lattice (i.e. acceptor stacks involved in the charge transfer events) is neglected. Different models have been developed in the past years to simulate these environment effects in ZDO-based calculations on finite clusters [113] or low-dimensional materials [107,114.115] . The electrostatic potentials V^dßv created by the "external layers" enter only the diagonal-elements of the Fock operator in MO or CO procedures. To reduce the computational ex penditure of the present approach we have re nounced to calculate these F^J.elem ents explicitly but made the rough assumption that all correction terms can be approximated by a single shift parame ter that has been chosen to match the centers of gravity of the HF dispersions of the unoxidized and partly oxidized Mn(I) chains. The validity of this approach has been tested in thorough model calcu lations on simple solids [116] . The employed ap proximation is furthermore consistent with the sug gestion that a decreasing number of electrons 1 is related to an increasing number of acceptor moi eties in the real crystal.
The density of states distributions, N (E), have been determined by a discrete sampling procedure over Nk = 50000 F-points per e (k) curve [117] . To evaluate these figures we expanded the energy bands of 1 into fourth order polynomials calculated by a least squares approximation to the 10 available F-points. Characteristic geometrical parameters of poly-decker sandwich compounds have been used in the CO calculations [41, 118] . The employed MnC separation in the unoxidized stack is 2.06 A while CC bond lengths of 1.44 A have been selected. A standard value of 1.1 A has been used for the CH bonds [119] . The unit cell dimension of a single MnCp stacking unit is 3.30 A (= 6.60 A for the doubled cell employed in the subsequent calcula tions). The considered geometrical deformations are schematized in Figure 1 . The band structures of the unoxidized and the charged materials have been investigated for displacement coordinates Az be tween 0 and 0.2 A. This interval is typically found in metallocene pairs with 3d6/3d5 occupations [120] .
Results and Discussion
The e (k) curves and the density of states distri butions, N (.E), of the highest filled HF bands of the uncharged polymer 1 are displayed in Fig. 3 ; the selected 14 eV window spans an interval from -20 eV to -6 eV. Three characteristic displacement coordinates Az have been chosen for this represen tation, the symmetric ID arrangement with Az = 0 A and two distorted modifications with Az = 0. lA and Az = 0.2 A, respectively. The energy grid in the N (E) histograms amounts to 0.15 eV. All N (F) diagrams have been normalized by a common scale factor (i.e. the representations in the Figs. 3 and 4) .
The characteristic Herring's degeneracies at the X-point are easy to identify in the e (k) plot on the top of The dispersion curves and the N (E ) histograms of the polymer with one electron removed per two MnCp sites are shown in Fig. 4 in a 14 eV window which is comparable to that of Fig. 3 . The injected holes are confined to the totally symmetric ai regime (i.e. descendant of the highest filled band of the unoxidized chain) and contain admixtures both from the Mn 3d_-2 orbitals (26%) and, to a larger extend, from the ligand subspace (n and a states, 74%). The metal-ligand ratio encountered in the hole-states of the oxidized material is a first hint to significant electronic reorganizations accompanying the injection of the carriers. Such orbital rearrange ment processes in cationic hole-states are wellknown phenomena in transition metal complexes of the 3d series and have been studied in some detail in connection with low-energy photoelectron spectra of 3d derivatives [123, 124] .
The comparison of the two upper e (k) plots in the Figs. 3 and 4 shows the pronounced violations of the X-degeneracies of the unoxidized chain in the charged material. Prevailingly those HF dispersions are perturbed that contain remarkable Mn 3d ad mixtures in the CO wave functions while the Xdegeneracies of ligand bands are only slightly lifted. The significant separation between the "filled" and "half-filled" ai curves is of course expected. Fig  ure 4 shows furthermore that also the two £ (k) branches differ in their analytic structures. The two lower representations in Figs. 3 and 4 indicate at once roughly comparable perturbations of the HF bands either due to hole-injection or due to the symmetry reduction via nuclear displacements (Az). The N (E) distributions of the uncharged chain, on one hand, and the oxidized column, on the other, differ significantly. The energetic separation be tween the outer valence bands is enlarged in the oxidized ID material where the widths of the HF dispersions is reduced by a factor of ca. 2.
The HF energy bands and the N (E ) distributions of the two highest filled bands (precisely: the high est filled and half-filled dispersions) of the oxidized ID stack are collected in Fig. 5 for four representa tive Az coordinates. We have chosen once again the symmetric arrangement with Az = 0 A as well as the displaced stacks with Az = 0.1 A and Az = 0.2 A, respectively. The band structure properties for an infinitesimal displacement coordinate Az = 0.001 A are additionally given in this display. The various e (k) diagrams show the remarkable modifications in the electronic structure of the charged polymer for extremely small deformations of the nuclear frame work. It must be expected that strong reorganiza tions of the electrons are operative in the oxidized strand in the vicinity of the totally symmetric unit cell with Az = 0. This behaviour reminds one strongly to "sudden polarization effects" discussed in the excited states of molecules [125] [126] [127] , The electronic modifications accompanying the injection of holes can be analyzed via the atomic net charges gA [128] in the unoxidized ID material, the oxidized system with Az = 0Ä as well as the Az = 0.001 A geometry (charged ID chains) which are summarized in Table 1 . The charge distribution in the unoxidized Mn(I) stack is symmetry adapted, i.e. identical qA figures are predicted for the three atomic species (Mn, C and H) in the two halfs of the stacking-units. The HF minimum in the oxi dized material is given by a spatially violated solu tion which leads to a reduction of the translation symmetry. The "suitable unit cell" corresponds to two MnCp fragments (in contrast to the neutral ID column with Az = 0 A). The percentage charge separation between the two Mn sites (related to the net charge transfer from the Mn 3d_-2 regime) amounts to ca. 20% (Az = 0 A), i.e. 40% of the Mn electrons have been removed from one 3d center, eck) NIE)
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7T/2C -9 5 Fig. 5 . The two highest filled HF bands (i.e. the highest doubly occupied dispersion as well as the "half-filled" band that is statistically occupied in the Ar-interval 0 ^ k ^ n/2c, (",)Gc = 0 and the density of states distributions, N (E), of partly oxidized 1 in a 3.5 eV window. The e (k) and N (E) diagrams are given for displacement coordinates Az = 0.0 A, 0.001 A, 0.1 A and 0.2 A, respectively. The absolute positions of the HF bands have been shifted in order to match the oneelectron energies of the unoxidized ID chains. The two diagrams, s (k) and N (E), associated with the Az = OA arrangement correspond to the symmetry nonadapted HF ground state of oxidized 1. A common scale factor has been adopted to normalize the four N (E) histograms; the energy grid used for the discrete sampling technique amounts to 0.025 eV. The "half-filled" bands of 1 are labeled by black squares.
60% are due to the second transition metal atom of the repeat-unit. The infinitesimal lattice relaxation of 0.001 Ä allows for a sudden increase of AqM n (= <?M n -^Mn)-The ratio of the transferred charge is now 37% vs. 63%; nearly two third of the 3d electrons have been removed from one Mn center. The qA numbers in Table 1 demonstrate further more important o (and n) contributions from the ligand subspace in the oxidation process. The inject ed holes cause remarkable charge shifts at the H atoms in the cyclic ligands.
The net charges in Tab. 1 furthermore allow for the interpretation of two interesting theoretical aspects: a) The charge distribution in the two differ ent sets of ligand atoms is nearly identical (qc = qc , c/h = qH) in the oxidized polymer with Az = 0 A and zJr = 0.00lA, respectively. Symmetry reductions within the Mn 3d_-; subspace are not accompanied by electronic responses in the ligand framework, b) Extensive model calculations lead to the localization of a second, symmetry adapted HF solution in the oxidized Mn(I) material at Az = 0 (^M n = <?M n)-This configuration lies ca. 6 kJ (per unit cell) above the mean-field ground state with different electronic populations at the two Mn centers. The symmetry adapted solution corresponds thus to a saddle-point in the allowed variational space.
The symmetry nonadapted hole-state properties of oxidized 1 (M-L-M solid) and the recently inves tigated [39] tetracyanonickelate (M-M stacking pat tern) are comparatively summarized in Table 2 . The transfer process in the Ni(II) material is prevailingly [39] ). The figures in the second column symbolize the channels (metal M. ligand L) involved in the injection process of the carriers (in%). The separation of the net charges AqM (= qM -< ?M ) is also summarized in the table. The charge transfer (in %) from the two transition metal atoms is given in the last column. These parameters are of course related to the localization properties of the hole-states (reference: %M in the second column). 100% corresponds to an exclusive transfer of 3d electrons from one site in the adopted repeat-units. The figure > 100% (i.e. 109% ) in the Ni(II) backbone must be traced back to an electron trans fer to the second Ni site that accompanies the ejection process. A negative value is thus found at the second 3d center. The computational results for 1 correspond to the ID chain with the infinitesimal lattice relaxation (Az = 0.001 A).
1D System
Hole metal-centered (73% vs. 27% ligand mixtures) while large ligand contributions are predicted in the manganese derivative (26% vs. 74%). The charge separations (absolute values) between the 3d centers differ dramatically in the two ID polymers (0.173e vs. 0.868e). The relative participation of the Mn centers to the net transfer in 1 is ca. 2/3 to 1/3, on one hand, an exclusive hole-transfer from one Ni site is diagnosed in the tetracyano Ni (II) system, on the other. The charge deficit at the oxidized Ni center is even enlarged via a superimposed electron transfer to the adjacent (unoxidized) 3d atoms. The one-center potentials FA o (Mn, C, H) of the neutral and oxidized Mn poly-deckers (Az = 0.001 A in the charged system) are displayed in Figure 6 . To relate these data to the theoretical findings derived for the Ni(CN)4~ chain, also the latter one-center energies have been collected in this work (Figure 7) . The one-center potentials of the organic ligands are almost identical in the two modifications of 1 (Fig  ure 6) . The "translation symmetry" with respect to the FA o elements of C and H is not lowered (Fq = FCo, EH o = F H o).
The E/^ terms at the two Mn atoms, however, differ by ca. The arrangement of the E \0 potentials in oxidized 1 shows a formal superposition of two translational symmetries in the one-dimensional material. A sim plified real-space representation based on the cal culated atomic net charges c/A and one-center ener gies E/^ is given in Figure 8 . The organic n ligands form one sublattice with a periodicity identical with the interplanar separation between the Cp moieties (i.e. c) while the Mn sites belong to a second sublattice with a doubled unit cell (i.e 2c) and a bisected Brillouin zone.
A graphic representation of the atomic net charges at the two Mn sites per unit cell is given in Fig. 9 for the partly oxidized ID system in a Az interval between 0 ^ Az ^ 0.2 A. The charge separa tion between the transition metal centers of the unoxidized backbone amounts to only 0.014 e (Az = 0.2 A) and is thus negligibly small in com parison to Aq M n of th oxidized stack. Relative mean-field energies (normalized to one unit cell) have been collected in Fig. 10 in the above men tioned Az area 0^J r^0 . 2 A . The plotted AE figures are defined in (31) and (32) The remarkable charge separation between the transition metal centers AqM n for infinitesimal lat tice deformations Az already has been discussed in connection with Table 1 . The "sudden" character of the <7M n and AE numbers in the vicinity of the symmetric arrangement is easily recognized both in Figs. 9 and 10 . The imbalance of the electronic population at the Mn centers is then continuously enlarged in the interval 0 ^ Az ^ 0.07 A (Figure 9 ). Figure 10 shows complimentarily that this lattice deformation is stabilized in the charged polydecker. The difference between the qA parameters associated with the two types of carbon (C/C) and hydrogen (H/H) atoms is once again negligibly small. A further Az elongation, however, causes a retrograde A q^ variation, i.e. the charge separation between the Mn sites is strongly reduced in a rather narrow Az interval of 0.01 A. The <7M n plot of Fig. 9 verifies that the electronic population is even switched. A "net hole" migration from the Mn sites with longer metal-ligand bonds to the 3d centers with shorter MnC distances is observed. Such a variation corresponds to an "electronic" phase transition [65] between two different electronic con figurations. The nature of this transition is clearly seen in Fig. 10 where two pronounced AE (z) mini ma are separated by a barrier at Az = 0.08 A.
In order to rationalize the physical origin of the symmetry reduction in charged 1 as well as to understand the computational results displayed in Figs. 9 and 10 we have decomposed the two-center energies (intracell pairs) Fa0b0 °f the CC, CH and MnC bonds and the MnMn pair into the above mentioned fragments F^E | 0, F^B o and E^, re spectively ( Table 3 ). The CC and CH couples form strongly covalent bonds with interaction potentials Fig. 10 . Relative mean-Field energies AE(z) of partly oxi dized 1 as a function of the displacement coordinate Az. The HF energies of the uncharged ID polymer have been employed as internal standard for the AE (z) curves. AE(z) is defined in (32) . CDW I and CDW II are the two charge density wave regimes observed in the variational crystal orbital approach (see Fig. 9 ). the neutral parent which has been used as internal standard. The lattice mode thus allows for a sta bilization of the cationic chain (compared to un charged 1) for AE parameters < 0 while a destabilization is characterized by AE > 0. These numbers differ significantly from the inter action energy between the two Mn atoms in the employed unit cell which is small (-0.314eV) in comparison to the Fa0b0 elements derived for the ligand-ligand and metal-ligand bonds. The kinetic hopping terms and the exchange part are slightly stabilizing while the Coulomb contribution is repul sive.
The calculated £ M noiC ino, ^MnoMno and ^MnoMno numbers demonstrate immediately the inadequacy of symmetry adapted solutions for hole-state wave functions disposing of significant Mn 3d amplitudes. The mutual coupling strength between the transition metal sites is so small that the wave functions are "strongly localized" at the Mn centers. In the case of an electronically isolated ... M nM n... arrangement (absence of bridging ligand functions) extremely strong electronic rearrangement processes would be expected that conduct to spatially violated holes. These incoherent scattering events allow for a con densation of trapped valences with gM n 4= ^Mn and clMn~ <7M n ^ 0. The reorganization events in the Mn 3d subspace guarantee that important spatial correlation effects (left-right correlations) are taken into account in a variational approach that is never theless restricted to the mean-field approximation (with reduced translation symmetries). Such pro nounced left-right correlations between the metal centers indeed have been diagnosed in the above mentioned partly oxidized tetracyanonickelate(II) system which belongs to the M-M solids [39] . The relative importance of the kinetic energy operator (favouring spatially nonviolated hole-state wave functions) and the two-electron part of the tightbinding Hamiltonian (i.e. energy gain via incoher ent reorganization processes), however, is modified in 1 by means of the bridging Cp ligands which contribute to highly covalent metal-ligand bonds. The Mn-Cp admixtures to the CO microstates of the highest filled "Mn 3d-* band" catagonize a possible reduction of the translation symmetry in the charged polymer. The observed AqM n values of 1 (which are significantly smaller than the theoretical ly determined charge separation between the Ni sites in oxidized Ni(CN)4~) are thus the optimum compromise between the MnMn interaction (^MnoMno) which favours the formation of trapped valences and the £Mn0c0 energy stabilizing coherent hole-states. The localization properties of the high est occupied ai band in the uncharged Mn(I) material (> 70% Mn 3d-* amplitudes) as well as in the oxidized stack (= 26%) suggest a strong im balance between the driving forces due to FM noKin0> on one hand, and Fm^c,^ on the other (see (33) ) thus demanding an increase of the ligand admix tures in the corresponding hole-state wave function. The influence of the latter interaction mechanism is thus enhanced. The symmetry broken hole-state wave functions in 1 within the employed variational degrees of freedom are charge density waves (CDW). The analysis of the bond-order matrices shows that the CDW solu tions are both characterized by diagonal and offdiagonal elements [129] . The off-diagonal CDW contributions must be traced back to the ligand admixtures encountered in the CO wave functions of the cationic hole-states. It is well-known that (offdiagonal) CDW solutions are often coupled to dis placements of the nuclear framework into the direc tion of the instability if the Hellmann-Feynman force-theorem is fulfilled for the one-dimensional arrangement. These non-zero forces are obviously responsible for the AE(z) variation displayed in Fig. 10 with an energy minimum encountered for Az 4= 0 (CDW I region). A second charge density wave solution. CDW II, is then stabilized if Az is furthermore enlarged: this configuration is charac terized due to the above mentioned switch of the charge distribution at the Mn centers (see Figs. 9 and 10).
The necessary computational restrictions focused our analysis to the most simple oxidation process, i.e. to a charge transfer where one electron has been removed from each second MnCp moiety. On the basis of the theoretical insight into the physical nature of these hole-states it is however possible to extend the present results from a specific occupa tion pattern to the manifold of possible filling schemes. This extrapolation can be applied to all band occupancies where the CO mierostates from the F-to the X-points are statistically filled by a fractional number of electrons defined by <(n,)GC. Commensurate CDW solutions within three, four, five, six, etc. stacking units Sn (n = 3, 4, 5, 6 ,...) are expected for occupancies such as 1/3, 1/4, 1/5 and 1/6, respectively (<«,•> Gc = 2/3, 1/2, 2/5 and 1/3, respectively as max)gc = 2). The probable elec tronic responses to such electronic configurations are violations of the translation symmetries within three, four, five or six molecular building blocks 5 leading to ID materials with "unit cells" of the stoichiometry (S3)x , (S4)x , (Ss)x , and (S6)x . The spatial symmetry violations within these moieties simulate always transitions from inadequate coher ent MO structures to one of the possible VB-type wave functions. Incommensurate CDW solutions, on the other hand, are expected for population schemes that deviate from the aforementioned simple frac tions between the degree of oxidation and the number of molecular stacking units.
Two additional theoretical shortcomings of the present idealized approach have to be taken into account in transferring the findings to "real crystals" (even at F=0K ) or to finite temperatures (F 4= 0). In real solids with imperfections, impurities, surface effects or random potentials the formation of do main structures or finite clusters (see Fig. 11 ) always has to be taken into account. Periodic boundary conditions are not longer valid to analyze the elec tronic structures of these materials. Suitable theo retical approaches for such aperiodic structures are based on interrupted strand models [130] that are closely related to popular particle in the box prob lems as well as to computational methods based on the coherent potential approximation (CPA) [131] . The last representa tion DS corresponds to domain or cluster structures con taining finite areas where either the +£> states or the populations, respectively, are found. Cyclic boundary con ditions. of course, are nonvalid in the latter case.
The above mentioned E figures are also irrelevant in idealized crystals for finite temperatures F 4= 0 where the thermodynamic properties of the solid state ensembles are determined by the free energy G. (34) , which is given by the (HF) contribution E and the entropy term TS.
A statistical definition of the entropy factor TS is displayed in (35) by means of the probability H which is the number of different ways to distribute the two types of stacking units S+Q and respec tively, over the one-dimensional array (+g, degree of oxidation) [132] , TS= Tk ■ In W.
It is clear that In IF with W '= 2 which is associated with the strictly alternating structures (see Fig. 11 
Domain structures with random distributions of S +Q and S+Q are thus always favoured in comparison to the strictly alternating arrangement above a charac teristic temperature FD. The magnitude of FD depends obviously on the electronic stabilization measured by E. i.e. the possible gain in energy (leftright correlations) due to violations of spatial sym metries. In the present calculations we have derived Fmax = 15 kJ for the partly oxidized poly-decker 1 in a slightly displaced structure. It is of course an extremely difficult task to make a reliable estima tion for an averaged E parameter E that is a mea sure for the energy reduction due to the transition from a common oxidation state with S+Pav into a macroscopic ensemble and with arbitrary arrangements of the two objects. The magnitude of E is in any case restricted due to the inequivalence expressed in (38) . 
Conclusions
The electronic structure of the one-dimensional sandwich compound 1 has been studied in the uncharged ground state and in a partly oxidized modification where one electron has been removed from each second MnCp moiety. In order to analyze possible violations of translation symmetries in the charged ID column (separated from spin-dependent phenomena, antiferromagnetic sublattices) we have employed a statistical ensemble-averaged crystal Hamiltonian based on the grand canonical ensem ble. The mean-field ground state of the oxidized material is given by a solution with an alternating arrangement of Mn atoms in different oxidation states embedded into an averaged ligand potential with a periodicity that exceeds the translation sym metry with respect to the 3d centers by a factor of 2. A symmetry adapted solution with qM n = qM n corre sponds to a maximum in HF space. The reduction of the spatial symmetry between the translation metal centers has its origin in the weak coupling between the 3d atoms and the (relative) small ligand amplitudes in the highest filled band of 1. The weak MnMn interactions cause strong left-right correlations that are accompanied by the aforemen tioned reduction of the spatial symmetry. This symmetry breaking simulates a transition from the "inadequate MO description" to one of the possible "VB structures". The spatial violation with respect to the Mn spine, however, is hampered due to the ligand admixtures encountered in the valence band of (unoxidized) 1. The coupling mechanism be tween Mn and the C atoms in the fivemembered n ligands is highly covalent and favoures the forma tion of "broad" holes via a reduction of the kinetic energy. The hole-state properties of M-M solids, on one hand, and M-L-M chains, on the other, thus show significant differences. The ligand moieties in the former ID materials can be regarded as a "matrix" (with respect to the 3d electrons of the central sites) which prevents close contacts (i.e. strong interactions) between the transition metal sites. The electronic structure in the 3d subspace of these materials is therefore not unlike to the physi cal conditions encountered in the idealized Wigner lattice in the low-density limit. The creation of holes within the 3d regime is always accompanied by strong incoherent reorganization processes (elec tronic correlations and relaxations) leading to large charge separations between the central atoms. Com parable AqM numbers in M-L-M systems are pre vented due to the influence of the bridging groups L which allow for the reduction of the kinetic energy via the formation of delocalized holes. The ob served charge separation in the oxidized polydecker 1 is thus an optimum compromise between the "localized (3d) holes" in extended M-M col umns, on one hand, and "delocalized holes" in materials with broad dispersion curves (several eV), on the other.
We believe that the perturbation of the transla tional symmetry is not a failure of the employed mean-field approximation, but corresponds to a "physically reliable" description of the partly oxi dized modification of 1. This conclusion is support ed due to the theoretical findings derived in SCF investigations on weakly coupled cationic complexes of 3d metals as well as tight-binding investigations of Mott insulators. The reduction of the translation symmetry in 1 is of course also associated with the breakdown of the ergodic behaviour [134. 135] , a general phenomenon in condensed matter physics (e.g., Ising ferromagnets, spin glasses). Simple argu ments have been derived suggesting that the ob served symmetry violations simulate a transition from a perfectly ergodic state to an arrangement with broken ergodicity whose time-dependence (propagation of holes of electrons) is accessible to experimental measurements provided that the theo retical and experimental "time windows" coincide.
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